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Term 1



I’ve got Rhythm  Year 7 Knowledge Organiser – Term 1a
Program 
Music

A piece of music which either tells a story or describes something.

Pitch Pitches is how high or low a piece of music, or a particular note, is.

Rhythm/
Duration

Duration/rhythm means how long or short a note is.

Dynamics Dynamics are how loud or quiet the music is played.

Tempo Tempo is how fast or slow a piece of music is played.

Texture Texture describes how melodies, rhythms and harmonies are layered in a piece 
of music.

Timbre/
Sonority

Timbre (or sonority) describes the particular sound quality of an instrument or 
voice.

Structure Structure (or form) is the overall plan of a piece of music.

It’s Theory Time!
Note Values
This is a Rhythm Tree – it is designed to help you identify 
what the symbols for different note values are, and how 
they relate to one another. Here are the note values!

Semibreve = 4 beats
Minim = 2 beats
Crotchet = 1 beat
Quaver = ½ beat
Semiquaver = ¼ beat

Notes on the Stave
Here are the notes of the treble (top line) and bass (bottom 
line) clefs. When the notes fall outside the five lines of 
music paper, we add extra lines called ledger lines. Here are 
some phrases to help you remember where the notes go!

Treble Clef Lines: Every Green Bus Drives Fast
Treble Clef Spaces: F A C E (in the space!)
Bass Clef Lines: Green Buses Drive Fast Always
Bass Clef Spaces: All Cows Eat Grass



Keyboard Skills 1 - Year 7  Music Knowledge Organiser Term 1b
Keyboard A musical instrument that consists of a row of keys that increase in pitch along 

the instrument. 

Octave An interval of 8 notes

Accuracy Playing a piece of music correctly as the music says.

# Sharp Black key on a keyboard - if the note is C#, find C and then play the note to the 
right.

b Flat Black key on a keyboard - if the note is Db, find D and then play the note to the 
left.

Finger 
pattern

A sequence of notes played using fingers 1-5.

Bar lines Used to group beats together (usually 4 beats in a bar).

Treble Clef Tells you to play the right hand on a keyboard.

It’s Theory Time!
Note Values
This is a Rhythm Tree – it is designed to help you identify 
what the symbols for different note values are, and how 
they relate to one another. Here are the note values!

Semibreve = 4 beats
Minim = 2 beats
Crotchet = 1 beat
Quaver = ½ beat
Semiquaver = ¼ beat

Notes on the Stave
Here are the notes of the treble (top line) and bass (bottom 
line) clefs. When the notes fall outside the five lines of 
music paper, we add extra lines called ledger lines. Here are 
some phrases to help you remember where the notes go!

Treble Clef Lines: Every Green Bus Drives Fast
Treble Clef Spaces: F A C E (in the space!)
Bass Clef Lines: Green Buses Drive Fast Always
Bass Clef Spaces: All Cows Eat Grass



Keyboard Skills 2 - Year 8  Music Knowledge Organiser Term 1a
Keyboard A musical instrument that consists of a row of keys that increase in pitch along 

the instrument. 

Octave An interval of 8 notes

Chords Two or more  notes played together in the left hand next to the melody in the 
right hand.

# Sharp Black key on a keyboard - if the note is C#, find C and then play the note to the 
right.

b Flat Black key on a keyboard - if the note is Db, find D and then play the note to the 
left.

Finger 
pattern

A sequence of notes played using fingers 1-5.

Bar lines Used to group beats together (usually 4 beats in a bar).

Treble Clef Tells you to play the right hand on a keyboard.

It’s Theory Time!
Note Values
This is a Rhythm Tree – it is designed to help you identify 
what the symbols for different note values are, and how 
they relate to one another. Here are the note values!

Semibreve = 4 beats
Minim = 2 beats
Crotchet = 1 beat
Quaver = ½ beat
Semiquaver = ¼ beat

Notes on the Stave
Here are the notes of the treble (top line) and bass (bottom 
line) clefs. When the notes fall outside the five lines of 
music paper, we add extra lines called ledger lines. Here are 
some phrases to help you remember where the notes go!

Treble Clef Lines: Every Green Bus Drives Fast
Treble Clef Spaces: F A C E (in the space!)
Bass Clef Lines: Green Buses Drive Fast Always
Bass Clef Spaces: All Cows Eat Grass



Music for Film Year 8 Music Knowledge Organiser –Term 1b

Major Key A musical key which sounds happy; suitable to use for comedy and kids’ films.

Minor Key A musical key which sounds sad; suitable to use for horror and thriller films.

Leitmotif A recurrent theme in a piece of film music which represents a character, feeling, thought 
or object. Think of Darth Vader or Jaws!

Diegetic When the music/sound in a section of a film can be heard by both the audience and the 
characters in the film. For example: 
When a character is listening to a song on the radio, 
or when a character is at a gig.

Non-diegetic When the music/sound in a section of film can only be heard by the audience and not the 
characters in the film. For example:
Music which is added to create atmosphere, 
or the narrator is commenting on the action.

Musical Elements Checklist 

Pitch Is the piece of music in a major 
key or minor key? Does it suit the 
genre of film?

Rhythm/
Duration

Does the piece use long or short 
notes? Are there repeated 
rhythmic patterns?

Dynamics Is the piece of music loud or 
quiet? Does it change throughout 
the piece or stay the same? What 
effect does this have on the 
audience?

Tempo Is the piece of music fast or slow? 
Why has the composer chosen this 
tempo for this film?

Texture Are there lots of layers to the 
music? Would you describe it as 
thick or thin? Can you used a more 
advanced term to describe the 
texture?

Timbre/
Sonority

What are the instruments you can 
hear in the music? Why do you 
think the composer has chosen 
those instruments?

Structure How is the piece of music 
structured? Does it match well 
with the story of the film, or what 
you can see happening on screen?



Introduction to GCSE Music – Year 9 Music 1a
Program 
Music

A piece of music which either tells a story or describes something.

Pitch Pitches is how high or low a piece of music, or a particular note, is.

Rhythm/
Duration

Duration/rhythm means how long or short a note is.

Dynamics Dynamics are how loud or quiet the music is played.

Tempo Tempo is how fast or slow a piece of music is played.

Texture Texture describes how melodies, rhythms and harmonies are layered in a piece 
of music.

Timbre/
Sonority

Timbre (or sonority) describes the particular sound quality of an instrument or 
voice.

Structure Structure (or form) is the overall plan of a piece of music.

It’s Theory Time!
Note Values
This is a Rhythm Tree – it is designed to help you identify 
what the symbols for different note values are, and how 
they relate to one another. Here are the note values!

Semibreve = 4 beats
Minim = 2 beats
Crotchet = 1 beat
Quaver = ½ beat
Semiquaver = ¼ beat

Notes on the Stave
Here are the notes of the treble (top line) and bass (bottom 
line) clefs. When the notes fall outside the five lines of 
music paper, we add extra lines called ledger lines. Here are 
some phrases to help you remember where the notes go!

Treble Clef Lines: Every Green Bus Drives Fast
Treble Clef Spaces: F A C E (in the space!)
Bass Clef Lines: Green Buses Drive Fast Always
Bass Clef Spaces: All Cows Eat Grass



The Blues Knowledge Organiser – Year 9 Music – Term 1b
Blues The Blues is a genre of music originated by African Americans in 

the Deep South of the United States around the end of the 19th

century. The genre has its roots in African musical 
traditions, and African-American work songs.

Oppression The exercise of authority or power in a cruel and unjust manner. 
People who are oppressed have their rights taken away, and are 
often forced to do things against their will.

Bassline The musical part which sits at the bottom of the texture. In the Blues, it follows a 

conventional pattern: 1, 3, 5, 6, b7, 6, 5, 3 

Chord Two or more notes played simultaneously on a piano or guitar. 
There are three chords needed for the standard 12-bar blues:

12 Bar Blues A form commonly used in Blues music which is made up of 12 bar cycles. The chords 
appear in the following order:

C C C C
F F C C
G F C C

C = CEG, F = FAC, G = GBD

Quick Change 
Blues

Similar to the 12 bar blues, this form changes the final chord in the 12 bar sequence to 
G, making the piece feel as if it should continue.

Key Artists – Go the extra mile!
Muddy Waters
(1913-1983)

Muddy Waters was an 
American blues musician 
who is often cited as the 
“father of modern 
Chicago blues”. We will 
listen to his song 
‘Hoochie Coochie Man’ 
in lessons – get a head 
start by listening here:
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=U5QKpsVz
ndc

B.B. King 
(1925-2015)

B.B. King was an 
American blues singer, 
electic guitarist, 
songwriter, and record 
producer. During his 
career, he earned the 
nickname ‘The King of 
the Blues’. Listen to a 
song of his here: 
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=oica5jG7F
pU

Robert Johnson 
(1911-1938)

Robert Johnson was an 
American blues singer-
songwriter and 
musician. Even though 
his life was tragically 
short, he is one of the 
most prolific blues 
artists ever to have 
lived.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U5QKpsVzndc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oica5jG7FpU


Term 2



Music Tech (Bandlab) Knowledge Organiser – Year 7 Music – Term 2a

Composing Creating and planning your own music

Manipulating Moving and changing sound to improve it 

Editing Cut/Copy and Paste using the edit menu

Loops Repeated patterns already recorded within the software

MUSIC 
TECHNOLOGY

The use of computer programmes to create and manipulate sound 

Texture Layers of sound build up together

Structure .How we organise musical ideas - AB (Binary) ABA (Ternary) ABACA (Rondo)

BPM Beats per Minute (standard BPM is 120)

We are using Bandlab 
which is an online DAW 
(Digital Audio 
Workstation).

You can use it wherever 
you have internet:

edu.bandlab.com

Signup using your school 
email address. Use the 
password: chantrymusic



Offbeat - Reggae Knowledge Organiser – Year 7 Music Term 2b
Offbeat 
Rhythms & 
chords

Music played off the beat (in Reggae this is beats 2 & 4)

Melody The main ‘tune’ of a piece of music.

Improvisation Music made up on the spot.

Call & 
Response

The call is sung by the lead singer and answered by backing singers or 
instruments.

Riff A repeated music pattern (rhythm or melody)

Bass line The lowest pitched part of a piece of music often played by the bass guitar.

Chords 2 or more notes played together.

Rhythm A series of long and short sounds.

What are Reggae songs about?

Reggae is closely associated with 
RASTAFARIANISM (a religious movement 
worshipping Haile Selassie as the Messiah and 
that black people are the chosen people and 
will eventually return to their African 
homeland. The lyrics of Reggae songs are 
strongly influenced by Rastafarianism and are 
often political including themes such as LOVE, 
BROTHERHOOD, PEACE, POVERTY, ANTI-
RACISM, OPTIMISM and FREEDOM

Reggae was first heard in the UK in the 1950s 
when immigrants began to settle. During the 
1960s, people began importing from Jamaica 
to see in UK shops. Now, Reggae is known as 
the national music of Reggae.



I’ve got rhythm 2 Knowledge Organiser – Year 8 Music – Term 2a

Pulse The constant beat heard through a piece 
of music.Listening to the pulse will help you 
to identify the tempo of a particular piece 
of music.

Call & 
Response

A musical texture in which one part makes
a ‘rhythmic’ or ‘melodic’ call, and the remainder
of the ensemble respond. This is either with 
the same idea, or an answering phrase.

Coda The final section of a piece of music, usually as
an addition to the basic structure.

Form & 
Structure

A musical element which refers to the different
Sections in a piece of music, and what order 
those sections appear in.

Cyclic Rhythm A specific rhythmic pattern which is repeated
over and over again.

Timbre/
Sonority

Timbre (or sonority) describes the particular sound quality of an instrument or voice.

Samba Music

Samba originated in Brazil in the 1800s.
It is important to know that a big part of Brazil’s 
history was the Slave Trade and that Samba 
originated from the culture and traditions of the 
African slaves living and working in the Brazilian 
sugar plantations at the time 

Syncopated Where the strong 
beats are 
unaccented. In a 4 
beat rhythm, usually 
the first beat is the 
strong beat. If the 
second beat was 
stressed, this would 
be syncopated 

Ostinato Repeated musical 
phrase

Groove All instruments are 
playing together 
and rhythms are 
layered



Songwriting Knowledge Organiser – Year 8 Music – Term 2b
Verse The part of the song that sets up 

the chorus and tells the story.

Chorus The part of the song that is usually the most memorable, 
and includes the title. This is typically the part of the 
song that people remember and sing along with!

Bassline The lowest pitched part of the music often played on bass instruments such as 
the bass guitar or double bass. Creative and distinctive basslines make your song 
stand out!

Melody The main “tune” of a song or piece of music, played higher in pitch that the 
bassline.

Chord Sequence The pattern of chords used to create the 
harmony of the song for the melody

Lyricist The person responsible for writing the 
lyrics during the songwriting process.

Strophic A structure of a popular song which is simply Verse, Verse, Verse etc. It can also 
be referred to as A-A-A-A etc.

Verse-Chorus Form A structure of a popular song which makes use of 
verses and choruses – there’s usually an 
intro, bridge and outro somewhere in there too!

Key Artists – Go the extra mile!
Adele
(b.1988)

Adele is often cited as the 
one of the most successful 
female singers in history, 
selling over 40 million 
albums and 50 million 
singles in just five years. 
Here one of her most 
famous songs, Someone 
Like You, here. Can you 
work out the structure? 
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=hLQl3WQQoQ0

Ed Sheeran
(b.1991)

Ed Sheeran is a singer-
songwriter, famous for his 
honest and emotional 
songwriting. His two 
albums ‘+’ and ‘÷’ are two 
of the best selling UK 
albums of all time. Listen to 
one of his most emotive 
songs, Supermarket 
Flowers, here: 
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=bIB8EWqCPrQ

Taylor Swift
(b.1989)

Taylor Swift is an American 
singer-songwriter who has 
her roots in Country music, 
and has moved more into 
mainstream pop music in 
recent years. Have a listen 
to her song Love Story
released in 2008. Can you 
name the instruments 
used? 
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=8xg3vE8Ie_E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLQl3WQQoQ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bIB8EWqCPrQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8xg3vE8Ie_E


Music for Film Knowledge Organiser – Year 9  Music – Term 2a

Major Key A musical key which sounds happy; suitable to use for comedy and kids’ films.

Minor Key A musical key which sounds sad; suitable to use for horror and thriller films.

Leitmotif A recurrent theme in a piece of film music which represents a character, feeling, thought 
or object. Think of Darth Vader or Jaws!

Diegetic When the music/sound in a section of a film can be heard by both the audience and the 
characters in the film. For example: 
When a character is listening to a song on the radio, 
or when a character is at a gig.

Non-diegetic When the music/sound in a section of film can only be heard by the audience and not the 
characters in the film. For example:
Music which is added to create atmosphere, 
or the narrator is commenting on the action.

Musical Elements Checklist 

Pitch Is the piece of music in a major 
key or minor key? Does it suit the 
genre of film?

Rhythm/
Duration

Does the piece use long or short 
notes? Are there repeated 
rhythmic patterns?

Dynamics Is the piece of music loud or 
quiet? Does it change throughout 
the piece or stay the same? What 
effect does this have on the 
audience?

Tempo Is the piece of music fast or slow? 
Why has the composer chosen this 
tempo for this film?

Texture Are there lots of layers to the 
music? Would you describe it as 
thick or thin? Can you used a more 
advanced term to describe the 
texture?

Timbre/
Sonority

What are the instruments you can 
hear in the music? Why do you 
think the composer has chosen 
those instruments?

Structure How is the piece of music 
structured? Does it match well 
with the story of the film, or what 
you can see happening on screen?



AOS2 Music for Ensemble Knowledge Organiser – Year 9 Music – Term 2b

Opera An art form which originated in Italy in the late 16th

century, combining music and acting. The first opera 
was called Dafne, written by Jacopo Peri in 1597.

Aria A piece of music featured in an opera in which one 
character singing about their thoughts and feelings
at that point in the story.

Recitative A piece of music featured in an opera which consists
of two or more characters in conversation with each
other. This helps to move the plot forward.

Chorus A piece of music featured in an opera where a group
of people sing, either to advance the plot, or to
comment on the action on stage.

Soprano A high female voice, found in both opera and musical 
theatre. Usually plays a love interest or a younger
character. Pictured: Renée Fleming (soprano)

Alto A low female voice, found in both opera and musical
theatre. Usually plays an older character.
Pictured: Sarah Connolly (alto)

Tenor A high male voice, found in both opera and musical
theatre. Usually plays a young, heroic character;
often the protagonist. Pictured: Noah Steward (tenor)

Bass A low male voice, found in both opera and musical
theatre. usually plays an older character, or an evil
character. Pictured: John Tomlinson (bass)

Musical Theatre An art form which combines singing, dancing and 
acting which originated in the early 20th century. 

Verse The part of a song from a musical which tells the story
and advances the plot.

Key Composers – Go the extra mile!
Giacomo Puccini
(1858-1924)

Giacomo Puccini was an 
Italian composer in the 
Romantic period. He wrote 
operas including Turandot, 
La Bohème and Suor 
Angelica. Have a listen to 
his famous aria, ’Nessun 
Dorma’ from Turandot. 
What voice type is singing 
this? 
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=rTFUM4Uh_6Y

Andrew Lloyd-
Webber
(b.1948)

Andrew Lloyd-Webber is a 
composer most famous for 
his musicals The Phantom 
of the Opera, CATS, Evita!, 
and Jesus Christ Superstar. 
Have a listen to the title 
number from Phantom of 
the Opera – what 
instruments can you hear? 
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=-JaeBxYCI9k

Claude-Michel 
Schönberg
(b.1944)

Claude-Michel Schönberg 
is a French composer who 
often collaborates with 
lyricist Alain Boublil –
together they wrote the hit 
musical  Les Misérables. 
What story does this song, 
On My Own tell? 
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=VjfmP7h3gBw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTFUM4Uh_6Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-JaeBxYCI9k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjfmP7h3gBw


Term 3



Pentatonic Scale  Knowledge Organiser – Year 7 Music – Term 3a

Pentatonic A scale (ladder) that uses five notes

Scale A scale is a series of notes. The word scale originally meant “ladder.” There are seven 
notes in a major or minor scale

Syncopation A way of changing a rhythm by making some notes sound a bit early, often so that they 
cross over the main beat of the music, emphasising the week or “off beats”

Gamelan Music from the Asian islands of Java and Bali Played traditionally for religious 
ceremonies but it is also played for celebrations.

Cyclical Gamelan music is played in a cycle and can be almost hypnotic

REPETITIVE Patterns are repeated by the players (ostinato) 

8 BEATS Gamelan music is built around 8 beats 

LIMITED 
NOTES

Most Gamelan music uses 4 or 5 notes

Percussion Gamelan instruments are from the percussion family and so are played with hands, 
sticks or beaters eg. gongs, drums, Saron (like a xylophone)

Musical Elements – revision time!

Test yourself on these simple definitions of the 
musical elements – can you remember all of 
them?

Pitch How high or low a note or 
piece of music is.

Rhythm/Duration How long or short the 
notes are in a piece of 
music.

Dynamics How loud or quiet a piece 
of music is.

Tempo The speed of a piece of 
music.

Texture How many different parts 
or layers there are in a 
piece of music.

Timbre The sounds or 
instruments used in a 
piece of music.

Structure How many different 
sections there are in a  
piece of music?



Computer & Video game music– Year 7 Music – Term 
3a
Monophonic A single line of melody. Often found in early game 

music. 

Polyphonic Multiple layers of melody more common when 
technology advanced. 

CHARACTER 
MOTIFS

Themes for characters within computer games 
(also known as Leitmotifs)

8 bit music (a style of electronic music which used simple 
melodies made for programmable sound generator 
(PSG) sound chips in vintage computers, consoles 
and arcade machines)

Synthesiser (an electronic musical instrument that generates 
audio signals that may be converted to sound

Sampling The technique of digitally encoding music or sound 
and reusing it as part of a composition or recording

Conjunct Music that moves in step

Disjunct Music that moves by leep

Fanfare Played by Brass instruments to introduce something 
(often a royal character)

End of Year Exam Revision – what do I need 
to know?

Elements 
of Music

Pitch
Tempo
Texture
Duration
Timbre
Dynamics
Silence

Theory

Notes of the 
Treble stave 
(lines):

Every
Good 
Boy Deserves 
Football

Notes of the 
Treble stave 
(spaces)

Face in the space

# = Sharp (black 
note to the right 
of a note)

b = Flat (black 
note to the left 
of a note)



Just Dance music– Year 8 Music – Term 3

Sample sampling is the reuse of a sound recording in another 
recording. This could be a melody, drum beat or any other 
recorded sound.

Beats Per 
Minute (BPM)

A way of measuring the tempo of a piece of music. Dance music often has a 
high BPM.

Beat The beat is the basic measure of time that you would tap your feet to

Bass-line The low-pitched instrumental part that gives dance music its drive and 
groove.

Four to the 
Floor

A technique where the drummer (or drum machine) just plays four kick drum 
beats in a bar of four.

Synthesizer A fully electronic musical instrument that produces audio signals. The 
synthesizer is often a lead instrument in Dance tracks

Loop A repeating section of recorded music.

Break A break is where all the elements of a song (e.g., synth pads, basslines, 
vocals), except for percussion, disappear

Drop A point in a dance track where a sudden change of rhythm or bass line occurs, 
which typically is preceded by a build section and break. 

Dance Genres/background info

1970’s—Disco Funk, R N B & 
Hip Hop 1980’s—New Wave, 
Techno & Electro 1990’s—
Techno, Drum & Bass, Garage 
2000’s—Dubstep, Grime & 
Hardstyle 2010’s—House 
Revival, Trap & Moombahton



Baroque Concerto Knowledge Organiser – Year 9 Music – Term 3a

Baroque An artistic movement including music and architecture 
which spans from 1600 – 1750. Key composers include 
Vivaldi, Handel and Bach.

Concerto A piece of music written for a solo 
instrumentalist and orchestra. 

Ritornello A musical idea or theme which is recurring 
throughout a concerto. Translates literally as ‘returning’.

Ripieno The name given to the whole ensemble –
the full orchestra and the soloist.

Concertino The name given to a small group of instrumentalists 
who perform with the ripieno, some of whom 
also accompany the soloist.

Soloist The performer who plays the most complex 
and demanding musical part, accompanied by 
the concertino.

Harmonisation The compositional process of adding chords to a melody.

Virtuosic A term used to describe a musical composition which
is complex, demanding and requires great technical
skill. A performer who plays virtuosic music is known 
as a virtuoso.

Key Composers – Go the extra mile!
Jean-Baptiste 
Lully
(1632-1687)

Jean-Baptiste Lully was a 
composer, dancer and one 
of the very first 
’conductors’ in musical 
history – he notoriously 
died after an unfortunate 
incident in which he 
stabbed his foot with his 
conducting staff! He wrote 
a considerable number of 
Baroque Concerti.

Antonio Vivaldi
(1678-1741)

Antonio Vivaldi was an 
Italian composer in the 
Baroque Period, most 
famous for his 
composition, The Seasons. 
This is a piece in four 
movements (sections), 
named after each season. 
See if you can identify how 
Vivaldi has used music to 
portray the features of 
each season!

Johann 
Sebastian Bach
(1685-1750)

Johann Sebastian Bach was 
a German composer of the 
Baroque Period who wrote 
hundreds of pieces of 
music during his lifetime. 
Amongst these, he wrote a 
set of Brandenburg 
Concertos, written for the 
military commander of 
Brandenburg in 1721. Do 
you like them? Why?



New Directions  Knowledge Organiser – Year 9 Music – Term 3b

Disjunct wide leaps, angular and spiky.

Chromatic uses all 12 notes (black and white) of the CHROMATIC 
SCALE

Dissonance harsh sounds.

Extremes of dynamics (pppp-ffff) No clear melody/”tune”

Atonality no (sense of) key.

Phase Shifting when two or more motifs or cells begin in UNISON and gradually 
become “out of sync” with each other through displacement, either 
forwards or backwards

Metamorphosis – tiny changes are made over time to one note or to one part of the 
rhythm. This can go a “full circle” and end up exactly the same at the 
end. 

Additive melody adding notes to an original melodic cell gradually.

Inversion Intervals upside down

Retrograde Backwards

Retrograde inversion the inversion row backwards) These 4 rows would then become the 
bases of the composition, used either vertically (as chords) or 
horizontally (as melody).

Dischords dissonant, clashing chords.

Key Composers – Go the extra mile!

Terry Riley - Terrence Mitchell Riley (born 
June 24, 1935), is an American composer 
and performing musician[1][2] best known as 
a pioneer of the minimalist school of 
composition.[3] Influenced by jazz and Indian 
classical music, his music became notable for 
its innovative use of repetition, tape music
techniques, and delay systems.[3] His best 
known works are the 1964 composition In C
and the 1969 LP A Rainbow in Curved Air, 
both considered landmarks of minimalism 
and important influences on experimental 
music, rock, and contemporary electronic 
music.[3]

Steve ReichSteve Reich has been 
named “among the great 
composers of the century” Starting 
in the 1960s, his pieces Come Out, 
Drumming, Music for 18 Musicians, 
Tehillim, Different Trains, and many 
others helped shift the aesthetic 
center of musical composition 
worldwide away from academic 
over complexity and towards 
welcoming back pulsation and tonal 
attraction in completely new ways. 
He continues to influence younger 
composers, musicians, 
choreographers and even visual 
artists.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terry_Riley#cite_note-Hooper-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terry_Riley#cite_note-Examiner-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minimalist_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terry_Riley#cite_note-AllMusic-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jazz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_classical_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Repetition_(music)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tape_music
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